
Hattie the Forest girl Day 5 
Designed by @marlowandchestnut

 
 Headband

NOTE - make sure your chain is not
tangled when joining it together to
form a circle.

Using Primrose
R1: Ch45, ss to join to form a circle (45)
R2: Dc all around (45)
FO and weave in any left over yarn.

Flower
Using Primrose 
R1: 8dc into a magic ring (8) 
Change to White
R2: (Ch6, ss into the same st, ss into
next st) 8 times
FO and weave in any left over yarn.

NOW - Attach the flower to the
headband.

                           

Flower Bag
Make 2
Using Primrose
R1: 6dc into a magic ring (6)
R2: (2dc into next st) 6 times (12)
R3: (Dc, 2dc into next st) 6 times (18)
R4: (2dc, 2dc into next st) 6 times (24)
FO and weave in any left over yarn.

NOW - Make the second bag side
repeating the process R1 - R4 but DO
NOT FO or cut the yarn. Lay the two
bag sides wrong sides facing each other
and dc across both sides to join them
together. Dc only half the two sides to
allow for an opening at the top. FO and
weave in any left over yarn.

Bag Strap 
NOTE - Attach the yarn to the back of
the bag at one of the sides of the
opening. Then ss into the opposite side.
Using Lilac
R1: (Ch40, ss into the opposite side of
the ch (40)
FO and weave in any left over
yarn.
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 Bag Petals

NOTE - Attach the yarn to the front top
side of the bag.

Using White
R1: (Ch8, ss into same st, ss into next st)
Repeat process in R1
You should end up with 24 petals.
FO and weave in any left over yarn.

                           

Collar
NOTE - Leave a long tail before starting
chain and also leave a long tail at the
end. The collar wraps around the neck
line and the tails tie up into a bow.

Using White
R1: Ch19, starting in the 2nd st from the
hook (2dc, 2dc into next st) 6 times, dc
(24)
R2: (Ch8, ss into same st, ss into next st)
Repeat across chain. (24 frills)
FO and leave a long tail.
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